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Motivations
• Resist an opaque food system.
• Produce healthy food.
• Educate consumers on benefits of naturally grown food.

An Urban New Farmer packing food for
the CSA program she runs. Most of her
produce is purchased by mothers
concerned about the safety of their
children’s food.

Summary: Shanghai urbanites have re-approached their
relationship with food consumption and production because of
problems in the industrial food system.
Methodologies: We spent five weeks in China conducting
ethnographic research, creating a digital collection including
video footage, photographs, and audio recordings. The team
also wrote blog entries and shared developing interests and
research on the internet.
Participation: Our team visited farms, farmers’ markets,
suburban farming communities, and urban gardens. We
conducted fieldwork with students and faculty from Fudan
University; spent days getting to know farmers; and shared
meals with farm owners, food specialists, and local food
enthusiasts.

Main Findings: Citizens in Shanghai are increasingly
uncomfortable with their food systems. Food scandals, unhealthy
food, and unsustainable agricultural practices have led consumers
to critically engage with and resist Shanghai’s food systems.
Urbanites are changing professions, starting eco-farms, educating
others, and/or dedicating significant time to pioneering
transparent food systems that give foodies-- consumers and
producers with particular interest in their food-- more control
over their food systems. Concomitantly, urbanites are using the
power of food to reshape values and redefine place in Shanghai’s
rapidly changing sociocultural and physical landscapes.

Above, a Shanghai local uses vegetables to turn her patio into an urban oasis that
provides fresh vegetables to her grandson (seen top right). It is also serves as a
peaceful green space within Shanghai’s bustling, infrastructure-dense outskirts.

The Urban New Farmer (新农民）: Most farmers leading this

movement come from educated and professional backgrounds. Many
work part time in the city and part time on the farm.

Women working on this
eco-farm in 崇明岛, a
suburban area of
Shanghai, work part-time
in Shanghai’s urban core.

The Emergence of the Middle Class: We suggest this movement
is correlated with the rise of China’s middle class. Increased
standards of living, food security, leisure time, and new internet
technologies allow urbanites to innovate and organize resistance.
Specifically, the rise of online social networks like WeChat (微信)
and Weibo (微博) have allowed this community to increase its
coherency and more efficiently disseminate information.

• Generate consciousness about environmental problems.
• Provide alternative forms of education for youth.
• Create spaces for youth to play and explore. “Free Range Kids.”

A woman purchasing food for her son at a
famer’s market.

A community of Urban New Farmers
converted a greenhouse into a meeting
room and education center.

Protect the health of children.
Relearn lost farming knowledges and cultures.
Reconnect with “nature.”
Find a more moral means of existence.
Create green spaces within cities.
Construct urban oases, which provide both fresh vegetables and
green spaces within built, urban areas.
• Create suburban sanctuaries away from Shanghai’s urban core.
• Find place in a rapidly changing landscape.
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Packaged rice varieties from an ecofarm working to re-find China’s ricefarming traditions.

Tigris, founder of Dream-Land Eco Farm,
uses farming and food to teach people how
eat responsibility and live moral lives.

Further to Research: Drawing on the information we gained from our
time in Shanghai, there are still significant issues to explore on this topic:
• Are there comparable alternative food movements outside of
Shanghai?
• What is the relationship between Urban New Farmers and rural
farmers?
• Are there other emergent forms of resistance to Shanghai’s opaque
food system?
• How does Shanghai's alternative food movement plan to sustain itself ?
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